
On Monday August 23rd we celebrated the naming of The Kathryn & David Black Transit Archives.  
Kathryn and David Black are long-time PTM supporters and volunteers who live in the Boston area.  
Their generosity played a key role in helping us to acquire the Reliance Building so that we could have 
a permanent home for the Museum’s Archives.  As shown in the photo, Kathryn and David were on 
hand to unveil the new signage to an audience of PTM volunteers and community representatives.  We 
thank Kathryn and David for their continued support!

During the Museum’s Annual Meeting on August 28th we were able to unveil our new logo with the tag 
line “History that connects us.”  We are quite excited to have this new fresh logo that takes a nod to our old 
Trolley logo that had been in use since the late 60s and also looks to the future! This was the outgrowth of 
an effort that began in early 2020 when we engaged Red House Communications from Pittsburgh to help us 
with rebranding and a marketing plan we could implement as we grow our facilities at the East Campus.  
They brought in Campos, Inc. to do research and run focus groups to gain input from Museum leadership, 
volunteers and visitors and then their creative team worked with a number of people at PTM. Thanks to 
everyone that worked on this! Our Welcome Back event was quite successful and we have well over 100 
people participate in the tours during the day and for dinner under the tent.  Thanks go to Washington Auto 
Mall for sponsoring the event and providing the tent and chairs! This capped a very busy summer which 
included the Museum’s trolleys carrying over 5,000 people during the Washington County Fair. Thanks 
go to Eaton Corporation, Ohio Valley Septic, Chartiers Township, Parks Moving & Storage and many 
volunteers for their help during this event!
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Kathryn and David Black unveil the new Archives reception area welcome sign at the ceremony on August 23..
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Tremendous progress has occurred this summer 
and fall at the East Campus.  The most noticeable 
was construction of Trolley Street.  In the last 
Trolley Fare we discussed Enterprise Wye being 
constructed.  Work continued from that point to build 
Trolley Street track and then install the overhead 
wire system during our Dinosaur Train event.  Once 
the overhead was installed, ballasting and tamping 
began and resulted in test trolley operation over 
Trolley Street by West Penn Railways 832 in early 
October. This was a joint effort between PTM 
volunteers from the Way & Track and Power & Signal 
Departments with Waller Corp. and subcontractors 
Frontier Railroad Construction and Tracksource 

Railroad Construction. As part of the overhead 
work, three of the former Pittsburgh & Lake Erie 
Railroad Canopy Supports were installed to help 
support the overhead wire.   Masonry work at Barry 
Stout Park and Falconi Plaza is now underway as 
is continued tamping of the track. A notable side 
benefit of this work is that PTM volunteers were 
able to move the last two streetcars indoors in late 
August.  This was former SEPTA PCC streetcar 
2723 and Port Authority PCC streetcar 1799.  It 
is a great accomplishment to say that all of our 50 
historic streetcars/electric railway vehicles are now 
stored indoors! Despite supply chain issues, we 
expect building steel to be delivered late this year 
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West Penn 832 became the first passenger car to navigate the 
832 on Trolley Street trackage-    Lawrence G. Lovejoy photo

Kevin, Laura, Beau, Ayden, Jeff, Tim, Dan and the gang install 
trolley wire over the new Trolley Street trackage at the East Site 
on September 26.      Bruce Wells photos



so building construction above ground can begin in 
early 2022.  We thank the Giant Eagle Foundation 
for their $10,000 grant and to the Muck Family 
Foundation for their $5,000 grant to this project.

WCCF Gives was very successful in stimulating 
giving to our Museum. We were #9 out of 110 
nonprofits with a total of $50,491 having been 
donated!  About $20,000 is going to the General 
Fund and the remainder to various projects and 
funds.  The Washington County Community 
Foundation will be providing bonus funds to help 
match this amount. Thanks to all who participated!

We were very pleased to welcome David 
& Kathryn Black as well as volunteers and 
representatives of KeyBank to a celebration of the 
Archives move on August 23rd.  Work continues 
at our Reliance Building with new front doors 
installed which greatly improve the Building’s “curb 
appeal.”  Recently 144 pallet racks were acquired 
from Federal Surplus and they will make storage of 
materials much more efficient! 

Thanks to many of you that have supported 
the Museum this year through volunteering and 
donations.  It all adds up as we move forward in 
many exciting ways!

Since he began to write them, I enjoyed reading 
Chris Golofski, PTM president’s, articles “From 
the Front Platform”, which routinely appeared 
in the Trolley Fare publication. His enthusiasm, 
dedication and optimism were his trademarks. His 
love for the Pennsylvania Trolley Museum was 
evident. I’m saddened to confirm that Chris passed 
away on September 8, 2021. It was the first time in 
the Museum’s history that a seated president passed 
away. Despite dealing with significant health issues, 
Chris’s commitment to the Museum never wavered. 
Just days before he passed away, he participated 
in the Welcome Back Event held at the Museum. 
As evidence of the respect he earned, a substantial 
number of volunteers, members, staff, officers, and 
members of the board attended the viewing and 
participated in the funeral services officiated by 
Father Jack Demnyan, a longtime PTM member 
and volunteer. Chris is now part of the Museum’s 
history. His legacy is secure. To honor his memory 
and ensure that he won’t be forgotten, the gazebo to 
be located in the park near the new Welcome and 

Education Center 
will be named in 
his honor. If you 
would like to make 
a donation in Chris’s 
memory, please 
contact Scott at the 
Museum.

With Chris’s passing, pursuant to the bylaws, 
I was elected by the Board of Trustees as interim 
PTM president. For those of you who don’t 
know me, let me give you a little background 
information. I’m a lifelong resident of Washington 
County Pennsylvania. I was born and raised in 
nearby Canonsburg and attended high school in 
Washington Pennsylvania. I’m proud to say that 
I attended Washington and Jefferson College, in 
Washington Pennsylvania. In 1975 I graduated 
from W&J with honors and a dual major in Political 
Science and Economics. After college, I remained 
in western Pennsylvania, obtaining my law degree 
from Duquesne University. Since I graduated 

From the Front Platform      By Edward Morascyzk, President
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This is the scene on Trolley Street to help define the scope of 
work which Kevin, Laura, Beau, Ayden, Jeff, , Dan and the gang 
to install trolley wire that beautiful sunny day in September.

SEPTA PCC 2723 is moved into the Artifact Preservation 
Building July 26.             Michael Buchta photo



from law school, I have practiced law from my 
office located in Washington County. In addition 
to practicing law, I’m involved in numerous 
businesses throughout the region. Individually and 
through our businesses we consider community 
involvement as very important. I initially became 
aware of the Pennsylvania Trolley Museum 
through the programming for young children. My 
wife and I met in high school and will celebrate 
our 45th wedding anniversary this November. Our 
three children frequently participated in Museum 
events. I’m thrilled to say that we have also 
shared the experience with our six grandchildren. 
While I have long had an interest in PTM, I 
became acutely aware of the East Campus Project 
during my term as Chairman of the Board of the 
Washington County Community Foundation. 
During my tenure as chairman, I had multiple 
opportunities to visit PTM and participate in 
ribbon-cutting ceremonies. During one of these 
events, I learned about the dynamic Capital 
Campaign and all aspects of the project which has 
as its centerpiece the new Welcome and Education 
Center. I was so impressed with the history and 
vision of the Museum I told Scott Becker and then 
PTM president, Bob Jordan that when I finished 
my term as the Community Foundation Chairman 
I would welcome the opportunity to become more 
involved with PTM. While challenging because of 
the scope of the Museum’s activities and future 
plans, I have enjoyed the three years that I have 
spent as a member of the Board of Trustees of 
PTM. I share your commitment to PTM. I’m 
very excited about the future of the Museum. A 
wonderful attraction and Museum is going to 
evolve into a regional and nationally recognized 
Museum and education center. I can’t wait for the 
day when PTM cuts the ribbon for the state-of-
the-art, dynamic Welcome and Education Center 

which will be the focal point of the comprehensive 
experience epitomized by the East Campus. I’m 
dedicated to helping make it happen.

To help you understand my vision and approach, 
here is an excerpt from my comments made to the 
PTM Board of Trustees at the first full meeting of 
the board following Chris’s passing. 

“Let me begin by thanking you for having 
confidence in me and my ability. I’m honored that 
you trust me. During my time as president, I promise 
you that I will keep at the forefront the Core Values 
that the PTM board has adopted which, as they 
pertain to governance are:

• Teamwork & Collaboration
• Effective Communication & listening
• Proactive Leadership
• Respect
• Trust

These Core Values have always been part of 
my personality and my leadership style.  Clearly, 
PTM is a team effort, more than any other 
organization I have been associated with. This 
organization can’t survive, let alone grow without 
the continued support and dedication of all of you. 
We truly are a team.

This is at the same time a challenging and 
exciting chapter in the history of the Museum. 
We’re living through a pandemic while taking 
on the greatest expansion in the history of the 
organization. For most of you, me included, this 
isn’t a job, it’s a calling, it’s a passion. 

I fully respect and acknowledge the immense 
amount of time that all of you devote to the Museum. 
I’m confident that the time we’re all spending is an 
investment which will continue to pay tremendous 
dividends. The road ahead is challenging, with hills, 
twists and turns. I have no doubt that together our 
goals will be achieved.

In an organization as complex as PTM, it’s 
impossible to expect full agreement on every issue. 
I’m asking all of you to remain open-minded and 
respectful as issues arise. 

Everyone involved should take pride in the 
accomplishments of the Museum, but I strongly 
believe that the best is yet to come.”

Hopefully the information that I’ve given 
you gives you a glimpse of my background, 
commitment, and enthusiasm about PTM. I look 
forward to working with all of you as together we 
enjoy the ride to an exciting future. Enjoy the rest 
of this Trolley Fare. Exciting things are happening 
at the Pennsylvania Trolley Museum!

---> On Track to the Future--->PTM
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Chris Golofski presents Volunteer Award to Ed Morascyzk at the 
Annual Meeting dinner August 28.    Kristen Fredriksen photo



It has been a busy first few months of working at 
the Pennsylvania Trolley Museum. Our busy event 
season is upon us and I feel as though it is a trial by 
fire for me. However, I have also learned a lot about 
how the Museum operates and what my role in that 
will be. I am looking forward to the bright future of 
this institution while embracing its rich past. 

One of the things that impresses me the most 
about PTM is the passion and dedication of the 
volunteers. I have worked at several museums, all 
of which have a volunteer core, but none quite like 
here. Each day that I come to the Museum, I see 
volunteers dedicating their free time to this place, 
and I am so thankful for each and every one of 
them. As we work our way through events season, 
volunteers become even more important. From 
making sure we have the event-specific trolleys 
operating, operating the trolleys, and ensuring 
the lines and rails are safe to checking in guests, 
handing out refreshments, and giving tours, our 
large scale events are impossible without our 
numerous volunteers. So for Trolley Fare, I wanted 
to spend a little time giving some shout outs to some 
of the events volunteers.

Donna Becker is always around to help. 
She sold tickets for Fair, checked in guests for 
Dinosaur Train and Pumpkin Patch, helped with 
refreshments for both of those events, and even 
brought lunch (with help from her sister) for our 
volunteers for one of the days during Pumpkin 
Patch. We are so lucky to have Donna on our team!

Judy Pilof is undoubtedly a key asset to all of 
our events. Just since my arrival, Judy has helped 
sell tickets for Fair, check-in guests with pre-sold 
tickets for Dinosaur Train and Pumpkin Patch, and 
help prepare the tickets for all three of those events. 
Thank you for all you do, Judy!

Dave Woods is always taking care of our beautiful 
flowers but he also is a tremendous help with the 
refreshments for events. He has helped me learn the 
best practices since he has been helping long enough 
to figure out the quirks! Dave, you are the best!

Barrie Baker has been our consummate greeter 
at the Trolley Display Building. Without Barrie, our 
Dinosaur Train and Pumpkin Patch events would 
have been so difficult for everyone else involved. He 
helped orient people to the building and events so 
they were prepared. Thank you so much, Barrie!

If you were around during Fair or Pumpkin 
Patch, you definitely saw Cindy Wells. She was out 
in the Museum lot selling Fair tickets every night 
all week. She also gave informal tours of the TDB 
on all six days of Pumpkin Patch.  Cindy, we are so 
appreciative of your dedication.

There are many more of you that deserve 
recognition for your help at these events and in 
making sure the behind the scenes work gets done 
before the event ever happens. Kristen and I are 
forever grateful and so are our guests. That is 
obvious when you look at the numbers.

During Fair Week we carried 4,952 people to and 
from the Fairgrounds. Dinosaur Train saw 1,528 
visitors over just 4 days of the event. For Pumpkin 
Patch, we welcomed 1,419 guests on top of giving 775 
people rides for the Arts & Crafts Christmas Festival 
at the Fairgrounds. On top of these figures, we have 
all seen the smiling faces and happy families each 
day we have been open. It is because of our amazing 
volunteers that I have seen families come for multiple 
days of the same event simply because they have such 
a wonderful time visiting us.  So whether you are a 
volunteer or simply a member who loves to visit, you 
make it all worth it! Now, back to the decorating!

Busy Events Season, A Thank you Letter   By: Elizabeth Hosier, Manager of Visitor Experience

PTM
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Patrick Wells, Cindy Wells, Ellen Fishburn, Dave Woods and 
Sarah Wells put in a number of evenings selling tickets at the 
West Site County Fair parking lot.       Kristen Fredriksen photo

Kevin Zebley dispatching at the Fairgrounds directs Ray 
Janosko operating 4398 into the platform.  Over 5000 passengers 
were transported to and from the Fairgrounds during the 2021 
Washington County Fair.        Kristen Fredriksen photo



Beginning Friday, July 9 at 10:00 p.m., SEPTA began their annual “Trolley Blitz”. The five-mile long 
trolley tunnel, which normally sees 700 cars per day operating through it, was shut down for intensive 
maintenance for 16 days, halting trolley subway service from 13th to 40th Streets. It’s the ninth consecutive 
summer for the event which first occurred in 2014 and allows SEPTA the opportunity to tackle many large 
tunnel projects at once, avoiding additional major shutdowns during other parts of the year. The “blitz” is 
slated to last through 5 a.m. Monday, July 26. “The shutdown work will include critical track and power 
maintenance, station upgrades, cleaning, tile replacement and painting and intensive repairs to the tunnel 
structure and track area.

This year’s agenda will include replacement of the worn curved rail at 37th Street eastbound and 15th 
Street westbound will also be replaced. Heavy maintenance will be performed at Ludlow Switch at the 
junction where Route 10 splits away from the other four subway routes, and 4 miles of overhead wire 
will be replaced. The entire signal system will be tested, and appropriate maintenance will be performed. 
Complete column repairs to the support structures holding up the tunnel will be made. And all stations 
will receive heavy cleaning and maintenance and various improvements, which include painting, lighting, 
graffiti removal and drain and pipe cleaning.

During the “blitz”, trolley Routes 11, 13, 34, and 36 were diverted to 40th and Market Streets, where 
riders transferred between the surface vehicles and the Market-Frankford Line. SEPTA personnel were 
stationed to help answer any questions and signage was also posted. In addition, tents were erected to 
protect riders from the elements as they waited for their trolleys.

Buses replaced Route 10 trolleys between 33rd & Market Streets and 63rd Street & Malvern Avenue 
in both directions from June until Saturday, August 28 so new rail could be installed at Girard Avenue 
and Sixtieth Street. Because Sixtieth Street track is the sole access track to Callowhill Depot where route 
10 cars are stored, the rail cars could not be operated and were taken to Elmwood Depot for the summer. 

Philadelphia Notes                 By George Gula
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SEPTA specially decorated car 9093 for the 40th Anniversary of Elmwood Depot and it was used as for a ride to cap off the September 15th 
celebration at Elmwood depot.                 Bill Monaghan photo



Passengers transferred between the buses and the Market Street Subway at 33rd Street station. The cars 
returned to Callowhill Depot on or about August 28.

Since 2018, the “Trolley Portal Garden,” a popular wildflower garden consisting of meadow flowers, 
native shrubs and Princeton elms, was nestled between Baltimore and Woodland Avenues at the Fortieth 
Street tunnel portal, beautified that largely concreted area. But recently, incensed riders began complaining 
after the plants were chopped down, leaving an ugly brown patch covered with hay. SEPTA spokesperson 
Andrew Busch explained that the University City District, an economic development agency linked to the 
University of Pennsylvania and Drexel University, is responsible for maintaining the gardens and had 
decided to remove the current planting design as a safety precaution after it determined that the garden 
was beginning to “impact the safe movement of trolleys in and out of the tunnel.”  Their statement indicated 
that the sight lines of streetcar operators were being obscured by the high plants and that the mounds in 
the garden were attracting vermin. It promised that the garden would be replanted with a new design in 
time to bloom in 2022, using some of the same plants, but placing them in a more ordered pattern to make 
the area easier to maintain. Residents and riders alike had admired the urban garden, which attracted a 
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On September 15, 2021, SEPTA celebrated Elmwood Depot’s 40th Anniversary with speakers including General Manager and CEO 
Leslie Richards.                   Bill Monaghan photo

PCC-III 2332 which was freshly out-shopped from Woodland 
Shop was on display during the event. 

Bill Monaghan photo

After the celebration people in attendance had a ride on the 
newly wrapped trolley to the Eastwick loop of Route 36. 

Bill Monaghan photo



mix of native plants, birds, and insects.
On Saturday morning, August 14, at around 

5:00 a.m., a white SUV Jeep entered the trolley 
subway at the Fortieth Street Portal and slogged its 
way through the Subway-Surface Trolley Tunnel for 
three blocks over open track before coming to a stop 
just past the Thirty-Seventh Street Station. Trolleys 
were diverted to 40th and Market Streets where 
riders transferred to or from the Market-Frankford 
line while crews worked for two hours to remove the 
SUV from the tunnel and then spent another hour 
inspecting the tunnel and tracks for any possible 
damage. Trolleys resumed their normal operation 
around 8 a.m. Automobiles have done this before. 
A famous photo shows a Ford Mustang stuck in the 
tunnel after a woman drove into it from Fortieth 
Street in 1965, but a car inside the tunnel has not 
occurred in many years and the configuration of the 
present portal would make this extremely difficult 
to do. The agency said it had no information on the 
driver of the vehicle or any possible passengers. 
Photos of the marooned SUV were widely shared on 
Twitter. One person wrote “Philadelphia is a special 
city. This takes talent”. 

Elmwood Depot is now 40 years old. An 
anniversary dedication ceremony was held on 
Wednesday, September 15. For the occasion car 9093 
received a wrap with various colorful images of PCC 
cars and Kawasaki cars on both sides and bears a 
Fortieth Anniversary logo. The PCC III rebuilding 
program continues. Currently in Woodland Shop 
in various stages of rebuilding are 2322, 2326 and 
2337. The work being performed at Woodland is 
first-rate. Once again, Callowhill Depot operator 
Gary Mason and his son Telvin has decorated a car 
for Halloween. Kawasaki car 9074 is the victim, 
sporting orange lights bordering all the windows on 
all four sides of the car and having an eerie orange 
glow inside. 

In early September, SEPTA removed a dozen of 
its so-called leaning benches at the west terminal at 
Sixty-Ninth Street installed to prevent people from 
lying down, and replaced them with conventional 
seating. The original seating was removed in 2020 as 
part of a pilot program and replaced with what were 
basically railings that riders could lean against while 
still standing. These railings were first installed in 
bus shelters that had no seating in them. Spokesman 
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SEPTA LRV 111 has just crossed over the new switches in route to Sharon Hill; in this photo you can see the new track, signals and 
railroad crossing signs. 

Bill Monaghan photo
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Red Arrow Division routes 101 and 102 returned to trolley operation on August 30. Buses replaced rail cars during the summer due 
to trackwork, installation of new switches and some overhead wire repair and installation. Photos on these pages show some of the 
resulting changes and improvements made on the outer end of the 102 Sharon Hill route.  Above is the diagram detailing changes 
made between the North Street and Bartram Avenue crossings where the line has for years, narrowed to single track.  Use this 
diagram to reference the locations for photos on pages 8 and 9.

SEPTA LRV 119 is at the new North Street stop in Collingdale, PA on 
August 7, 2021.           Bill Monaghan photo

(Left) SEPTA extended the siding at North Street 
to Chestnut Street in Collingdale, PA where the 
line goes to single track Sharon Hill. LRV # 111 
is passing the new bumper at Chestnut Street on 
August 7, 2021. 

Bill Monaghan photo

(Below) SEPTA extended double track from 
North Street to Chestnut Street and moved the 
crossover to between Broad and Walnut Streets 
in Collingdale (as shown in the diagram above).  
Car 126 is seen navigating the new crossover.

Bill Monaghan photo



Andrew Busch said the “leaners” were not a big hit 
with riders, who made their unhappiness known”. 
New benches with dividers were installed to prevent 
people from lying down on them.

In late August, SEPTA announced its plans to 
increase bus and trolley service to 93% of pre-pandemic 
levels in anticipation of more riders returning to the 
system following Labor Day. The Market-Frankford, 
Broad Street and Norristown High Speed lines also 
saw an increase in service. Market-Frankford trains 
will operate every six minutes Monday through Friday 
from 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m., Broad Street trains will 
operate every eight minutes or less Monday through 
Friday from 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m., and various high-
frequency bus and trolley route schedules would 
return to pre-pandemic levels.

Going into effect on Sunday September 5 were 
new Regional Rail schedules. Some highlights 

included an 65% increase of service to pre-COVID 
levels on weekdays and a 53% increase in service 
on weekends, the return of Bala/Cynwyd Line 
rail service to limited levels, enhanced weekday 
morning and evening peak service, including the 
return of select express trips on the Paoli/Thorndale, 
Lansdale/Doylestown, Warminster, West Trenton 
and Wilmington/Newark lines, enhanced weekend 
train service, including two-hour service on the Fox 
Chase and Media/Elwyn lines and Sunday service 
on the Paoli/Thorndale lines.

Red Arrow Division routes 101 and 102 
returned to trolley operation on August 30. 
Buses replaced rail cars during the summer 
due to trackwork, installation of new switches 
and some overhead wire repair and installation. 
Photos show some of the resulting changes and 
improvements.

In news from last quarter that “missed the press” 
was a spinning wheel syndrome with Philadelphia 
& West Chester Traction Co. 78.  A good place to 
start in this case is the mating motor, the one in 
permanent parallel with the one on the spinning 
wheels.  Sure enough there was a wire that came off 
a brush holder when a terminal bolt failed.  Although 
sustaining considerable damage the brush holder 
could continue its job providing I could somehow 
reconnect the wire.  The MacGyver fix here was to 
connect a braided shunt from the loose wire- the 
ring terminal was salvageable, to an unused tapped 
hole on the opposite side of the brush holder.  The fix 
worked and a search began for another brush holder.  
As unlikely as it seemed, as 78’s GE 301 motors are 
extremely rare, but within hours Executive Director 
Scott Becker located temporary replacements from 
motors belonging to Shoreline Trolley Museum’s car 
84 that were being rebuilt at Lyons Industries near 
Ebensburg, PA.  Scott arranged for us to borrow 
holders from one motor.  We installed the best one 
in 78 and I took ours for repair by Fulmer who was 

able to make some new ones in addition to the repair 
to our original. Thanks go to Scott Becker, Bill Wall, 
Matt Nawn, Jim Lyons, and the folks at Fulmer 
Company, a Wabtec company.

Following on with another happy story, the #2 
traction motor from West Penn 832, that had failed 
in January, was installed back in the car on July 
3.  Road tests went well but continued burning of 
#2 end controller tips and resistor concerns keep 
the car relegated to series operation only.  The car 
served well during County Fair, filling in for our 
sidelined Rio 1758 Open Car and soon to be 1711 
uncertainly.  Thanks go to our friends at Swiger 
Coil, also a Wabtec company.

Speaking of Rio 1758, we moved the car into 
the shop under its own power on July 14.  Due to 
the armature bearing issue I chose not to move the 
car anymore than necessary although the move 
positioned the ailing motor to the north of the shop.  
This required removal of both trucks to remove 
motor #4.  With great difficulty Art Ellis removed the 
seized bearing.  The underlying cause was a mildly 
conical shaped armature shaft, which allowed the 
familiar “taper-fit” to occur.  Repairs are still on-
going as of this writing.

Concurrently and coincidentally with the 
1758 carjacking we were notified of an electrical 
disturbance and on-going fire beneath PST 14 
while we were manhandling a steel beam between 
1758’s car body and trucks.  The fire was quickly 
extinguished the blaze using just one of the three 
extinguishers assembled at the scene by the track 
12-13 switch.  The damaged was limited to the 
plastic decorative loom over a motor lead, the cause 

PTM

Streetcar Maintenance               By Bernie Orient
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was the lead impaling itself on a sharp truck part.  
I disabled the proper motor cut-outs and with great 
reluctance the car moved through the switch and 
then back to track 11 in order to free up other cars for 
the day’s routine.  Roy Scandrol made repairs there 
including relocating the wire hanger.  Unrelated to 
the fire, we replaced #2 end trolley pole on August 
11 because of a loose bayonet adapter on the harp.  
The #1 end had been replaced last year and we had 
spare on hand using a remanufactured adapter.  
Just prior to press time Red Arrow 14 and West 
Penn 832 set a PTM record for concurrent retriever 
failures, 30 minutes apart!

We had PAT PCC 4004 in for scheduled 
maintenance in mid-July.  I noted ill-fitting bellows 
spring which I placed on the deferred list and my 
crew spotted three seats with fractured plastic backs. 
I had enough painted lauan backs for the three then 
Roy cut four more for spares.  In September one of 

the fluorescent tubes (actually the ballast) failed 
which left a prominent dark spot in the car.  DC 
ballasts, at least the 38 volt variety, seem a thing of 
the past.  After several searches we located several 
spares that had been liberated from a 4000 car that 
had been scrapped years ago. We got the light back 
on and Wayne Wicks tested all of the spare ballast 
units, finding three of those had expired.

On July 16 I was notified that M283 crane car 
would not negotiate some curves in the track.  A 
quick examination revealed a burned reverser 
finger, quickly remedied.  However some curve-
traversing reluctance persisted at a specific 
location- Redman Wye.  The car would enter the 
curve then grind to a stop even at second point.  All 
motors were functioning and the brakes were not 
applying.  The fix here was to grease the inside 
rail in the curve.  Thereafter M283 passed through 
easily in first point.  Philadelphia (PRT) Car 5326 
would later exhibit similar issues with the same 
section of track.  On Sept 1 we had M283 moved 
into the shop to correct a boom elevation issue (the 
boom would not raise or lower without blowing the 
breaker).  While Roy and Jack attended to scheduled 
maintenance tasks I eventually found an aged wire 
had shorted and welded to a copper bar within the 
boom controller.  I had barely enough room to crimp 
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Jack Jost with vintage farebox he restored for use as a donation 
box in Wexford Station. 

Scott Becker photo.

Roy Scandrol is presented the 2020 Rookie Award by Scott 
Becker and Bernie Orient.

Kristen Fredriksen photo



on a butt splice and short section of new wire to 
correct the problem.  Had not the faulty wire been 
part of a very large loom of wires we would have 
replaced it in its entirety.

On July 17 Philadelphia PCC car 2711 had a 
somewhat spectacular incident.  Lightning spewed 
from beneath the car although the car would still run.  
Once moved into the shop I found a quite disturbing 
pattern of holes burned through the accelerator drum 
pan.  The first few fingers had nasty burns and copper 
gobs, although most cleaned up rather well.  The 
cause was the travel on a spring was restricted by a 
nut used to compress it for easy removal of the spider 
assembly.  This caused insufficient force between the 
finger and drum segment.  This failure might have 
been an indication that the accelerator drum is not 
perfectly circular. The suspected cause of the pan 
incineration was that the arcing caused ionization of 
the surrounding air allowing an electrical path to the 
nearest ground potential, the controller cover pan 
under the center of the car.  So much for fabled air-
gap insulation.  Wayne Wicks prepared a new box 
cover and we’ll be installing it soon.  Car 2711 failed 
again on Sept 19, exhibiting familiar symptoms of 
the 1711 adventure, a tripped MG breaker and a 
substation trip.  The cause was a burned low voltage 
wire in the line switch compartment.  Somewhat 
similar to the M283 boom problem, the wire had been 
in contact with a high voltage component, vibration 
had compromised the insulation.  The incident also 
damaged an interlock which was part of a convoluted 
center door-treadle switch-buzzer circuit.

New Orleans 832 has seen considerable action this 
year with the open car out of service.  In late July we 
did a trolley pole and rope replacement following a 
back-pole incident.  We made repairs to two separate 
doors, tending to a loose upper roller, broken hinge 
and a leaf that slipped in the hinge shaft.  In August 
we tended to an ailing horn and in September to a step 
linkage that had twisted when a clevis pin fell out.

This quarter PRCo 1711 had a somewhat 
checkered maintenance history.  Following the pilot 
motor resistor repair back in June we searched 
for more track brake magnets as one rear magnet 
had lost its shoe and the other rear magnet looked 
poorly.  The issue here was that we only had one 
suitable magnet ready to go, more or less.  All of 
our available spares in the APB were of the single 
wire lead versions and 1711 used the two wire lead 
version.  Research indicated that the versions were 
interchangeable. With some difficulty we moved a 
number of the 300#+ units to the main shop as the 
electric forklift at the TDB had chosen that particular 
day to fail and we reverted to yet another MacGyver 

work around  involving Kate Imler with the Bobcat 
tracked skid loader and Dave Hamley with the jumbo 
Case loader.  Due to the configuration of the drum 
brake pull-offs on 1711s B3 trucks some mods on 
the spare magnets were required beyond removing 
the quite rusted and stubborn mounting bolts.  With 
considerable assistance from the Track Department 
a matching set was prepared and painted and were 
installed on August 4.  The roof cleat mentioned in 
the last newsletter was also installed.  Following a 
thorough road test the car was returned to service 
but crippled on the very first day of Fair operation.  
Then 1711 failed outbound just clear of the Museum 
Road crossing.  As I arrived on the scene there was 
already an inbound car blocked so an immediate 
action plan was required.  The plan was to secure 
the road crossing, return the Operator to the dead 
man pedal and manually push the car back into the 
car yard.  Seven humans in all did the job. The MG 
switch had failed, judging from the odor it could have 
been from natural causes.  I located a new one and 
Fred Cooley promptly replaced it.  Meanwhile Jack 
Jost and I removed the MG compartment covers to 
inspect for any obvious defect.  I decided to have 
1711 sit out the Fair rather than risking another 
failure in a less opportune time and place.  Following 
a disappointing road test on August 25 we got it into 
the shop and quickly found a blown pilot motor fuse.  
We replaced the fuse and measured the pilot motor 
circuit current under battery operation.  The ampere 
draw was less than half the fuse rating and no other 
defects could be found.  Following another road test 
on September 4 the car was put back in service.

Overhead line car M210 was in for scheduled 
maintenance during Fair week.  We tended to some 
corrosion control (rust) on a step attached to the dash 
apron.  Referring to the metaphor “no good deed goes 
unpunished”  I elected to replace the grime encrusted 
safety air relief valve with a reconditioned unit.  This, 
in itself, involved removing an access panel that 
restricted the removal of the valve, then attending to 
the air governor that allowed the compressor to over 
power the valve, then replacing the air pressure gauges 
with more accurate ones, then finally substituting a 
less historic but reliable reconditioned air governor.  
Yes, I modified the access panel above the safety valve 
so at least that exercise does not need repeated.  Art 
Rizzino is tending to the geriatric governor.

During the “Welcome Back” event on August  28 
I was pleased to present the 2020 Youth Award to 
a quite surprised Jack Jost and the Rookie award 
to Roy Scandrol.  Both are valued members of the 
Maintenance department in addition to helping out 
in other areas. PTM
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There were a plethora of things going on at the 
Museum during this quarter.  Kristen Fredriksen 
provided a bunch of other photos from both County 
Fair and the Awards dinner.  I take photos all around 
the property and on the road and Scott Becker chips 
in with his share.  That’s about it for photographers 
and I invite all readers to submit photos.

The plethora includes County Fair and the 
Awards Dinner I previously mentioned in addition 
to construction of the Trolley Street passing siding 
trackage, stringing of the trolley wire over that 
track and the Dinosaur Train event.

Visual Storyteller: Photos and Description of other happenings           Visual Storyteller: Photos and Description of other happenings           By Bruce WellsBy Bruce Wells
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Shop crew members Roy, John and Wayne, who couldn’t make it 
to the awards dinner August 28, so Kristen Fredriksen presented 
Volunteer Award certificates to them the following Wednesday.

Bernie Orient 
visited the Annual 
Meeting August 28 
to award Jack Jost 
the Young Volunteer 
of the year Award. 
Kristen Fredriksen 
photo

September 26 was a big day for the line crew when they installed 
wire over the recently completed Trolley Street trackage.  I used 
this photo as a close up on page 2 and wanted to include the entire 
photo as it shows the effort of our younger members to make things 
happen.  The previous night (left) Operator CJ Bick reported a span 
wire where the contact wire hanger had become detached.  Jeff 
King, Laura Wells and Beau Miller turned out to make the repair 
so that the wire would be ready for operation at Dino Train.



July 26 the track crew tackled gauge problems 
at the west switch of County Home Siding adjacent 
to the Museum Road crossing.  The problem was 
exasperated by the derailment of Red Arrow 14 at 
this location earlier in the year.

July 27 the contractors poured the footer for the 
wall that will enclose the playground area along 
Trolley Street.  Scott captured the action in the 
photo shown here on the page.

Earlier in the year Bill Fronczek applied the 
Circle M decal to the side of car 274 at the TDB.  
The original tracking for this was made on a visit 
to a summer cabin made from Birney car 32 that 
served Marietta Ohio.  The cabin was being torn 
down and the car was discovered back in 2012.  

Since applying the decal Bruce created the 
computer files for the numbers and Sarah Wells used 
her vinyl cutter to produce the numbers for 274.  The 
numbers were applied to the sides this quarter and 
Sarah helped Bill get them in place.  The numbers 
are a Parkersburg/Marietta variation of railroad 
roman and we adjusted the files accordingly.

County Fair ran from August 14-21 this year with 
operations from 10am until midnight every day and 
several long time members from out of town in attendance 
along with an extended group volunteers that enjoy the 
fellowship that comes with this event.
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Bill Fronczek applies decals to Mon West Penn interurban 274.
Scott Becker photo.

Contractors install footer for the wall around Barry Stout Park on 
July 27-2021.         Scott Becker photo.

July 26, track crew members installed new ties at the County Home 
West Switch.         Scott Becker photo

This photo shows the decals applied to the aisle side of the car 
including the numbers on the side and end.    Bruce Wells photo

Fairgoers heading up the hill our trolley stop which was managed 
by a variety of our volunteers and staff.

Larissa Gula photo



This usual increased workforce needed for evening 
streetcar operations enabled work to proceed on a 
variety of projects and specifically Red Arrow center 
door car 73 as depicted in the photos on this page.

This issue is capped off with photos showing 
activities during the Dinosaur Train event that was 
held in September.  Look for more Visual Storytelling 
in the extended on-line version of this issue. PTM
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Larissa Gula paints primer to the floor of Red Arrow 73 after the 
crew gave the floor a good scrubbing.  Paint was also applied to 
seat pedestals.         Scott Becker photo.

Ayden Kendlick with the guidance of Rod Fishburn repaired a 
rusted patch in the side sheet of Red Arrow Car 73 during County 
Fair week.          Scott Becker photo.

Rod Fishburn worked on the patch above the bolster on the #2 
side of car 73.  Rod acquired the supplies needed to enable TIG 
welding of the steel patch.  The metal was 13 gauge and is no 
longer available so a piece from the sides of car 8042 was recycled.

Bruce Wells photo Kids always love the simulator.      Kristen Fredriksen photo

Short turning cars at Fairgrounds was a team effort that allowed 
for the seven car operation on the busiest night of the fair. 

Kristen Fredriksen photo



We Thank our Generous Corporate Sponsors!
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Carnegie Museum of Natural History showcases fossils during Dinosaur Train.   Kristen Fredriksen photo

Buddy the Dinosaur loves making new friends.       Kristen Fredriksen photo



Between the contributions of Kristen Fredriksen and Scott Becker we have a bunch of photos that 
just don’t fit into 16 printed pages, which is the limit that the office copier can print,  fold, collate and 
staple on 11x17 paper that our printer Walt Pilof takes time to produce for all who have opted to receive 
the print version.  Therefore I have chosen to take the photos and their stories and place them into these 
next several pages.  In addition there are transcriptions of the PRMA (predecessor to PTM) minutes 
from 50 years ago, 1971.  If you are interested in even more photos please check out the PTM Blog 
online, trolleyology.blogspot.com

I appreciate the contributions of photos.  Please feel free to send the photos to newsletter@patrolley.org.  
To prepare the photo please type your caption in as the file name, make sure to give credit and include the 
.jpg.  To see examples I have included the captions as the program automatically creates them before I edit 
them.  There are also examples of file names that were not changed to captions.  Submitting the captions 
in this manner insures that the photographer receives credit for their submission.

Visual Storyteller online extra...Memories and Photos                               Visual Storyteller online extra...Memories and Photos                               by Bruce Wellsby Bruce Wells

PTM
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Frontier Railroad Construction builds Trolley Street track in 
front of Wexford Station 8-24-21. Scott Becker photo.JPG

Frontier Railroad Construction builds Trolley Street track 
8-24-21. Scott Becker photo.JPG

Drilling caisson holes for Trolley Street Canopy Supports. July 
2021. Scott Becker photo.JPG

Union Railroad Fairmont motor car 396 on Trolley Street 9-7-
21. Submitted by Scott Becker       Larry Lovejoy photo..jpg
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IMG_0467 Visitors Arrive for the Archives Open House.JPG

Port Authority of Allegheny County senior management with 
Scott Becker visits PTM 8-24-21. Dave Moffett photo.JPG

Bob Popey gives tour of Archives Aug 23.     Scott Becker photo.

Grandparents enjoying one of the videos in the Trolley Display building
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IMG_0356.JPG

Play Trolley Back in Service during Christmas in July.jpg

Child in Window NO832.jpg

Trolley Street Canopy Column being set 9-9-21. 
Larry Lovejoy photo.jpg

Dinosaur Train crowd 9-26-21.          Scott Becker photo.JPG

2021-09-12 12.36.52.jpg
2021-09-09 17.02.38.jpg

2021-09-03 11.39.46.jpg
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Overhead Wire.jpg

P&S Crews putting up spans at West end of Trolley Street 9-19-
21. Scott Becker photo..JPG

Larry Lovejoy, Bob Jordan and John Habek look over antique 
station clock for use in the Welcome and Education Center.  
Scott Becker photo..JPG

Kevin Zebley tightens span wire at east end of Trolley Street 
9-19-21. Scott Becke photo..JPG

Bruce Wells helps upholsterer John Carey unload some of Car 
73’s recovered seats. Scott Becker photo.JPG

2021-09-04 16.18.53.jpg
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Wire work on Trolley Street Lovejoy.jpg

Two bucket trucks at work at the West End of Trolley Street. 
9-19-21. Scott Becker photo.JPG

Installing North Wire on Trolley Street. 9-26-21. Scott Becker 
photo.JPG

Installing North trolley wire on Trolley Street. 9-26-21. Scott 
Becker photo.JPG

Beau Miller installs wire on Trolley Street. Scott Becker photo.
JPG

2021-09-19 14.55.37.jpg
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Ralph Ciccone unloads many pallet racks at Reliance. Scott 
Becker photo.jpg

Ralph Ciccone installs new pallet racks at Reliance. Scott 
Becker photo.JPG

Ralph Ciccone  unloads pallet racks in Bay 3 at Reliance. Scott 
Becker photo.JPG

Pallet racks at Reliance. Scott Becker photo.JPG

Dennis Bockus 
spotted this wood 
shaper machine 
at PA Federal 
Surplus online.  
On the way back 
from Philadelphia 
in August Bruce 
inspected it and on 
September 23 Art 
Ellis and Bruce 
took Bruce’s truck 
to Harrisburg 
to retrieve it.  It 
was unloaded at 
Reliance where 
we plan to set 
up a dedicated 
woodshop.
2021-09-23 20.22.
jpg
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2021-07-23 10.33.03.jpg

2021-07-17 17.26.54.jpg 2021-07-15 11.57.03.jpg

2021-09-04 20.54.19.jpg
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IMG_0460.JPG

IMG_0106.JPG

IMG_0103.JPG

IMG_0090.JPG

IMG_0043.JPG

IMG_0033.JPG
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IMG_0427 Kevin Dispatches from Fairgrounds Platform during 
the Fair.jpg

IMG_0409.JPG

IMG_0363.JPG

IMG_0294.JPG

IMG_0167.JPG

IMG_0079.JPG



PENNSYLVANIA RAILWAY MUSEUM ASSOCIATION, INC.
Minutes of the August 25, 1971, Board of Directors meeting.
The meeting was called to order by the President in Room 712 of the Penn Central Station at 8:10 PM.
The Treasurers report was then given by Harold G. Baxter who gave the current status of the various funds.
The following committee reports were then presented:
Museum: Ray Windle reported that there has been much progress made on track work at the museum by 
Larry Lovejoy.  Work on locomotive 3000 and the cutting of weeds were also reported.  Bob Jordan also 
reported that the throttle has been removed from the steam engine in order to permit the boiler inspector to 
gain access to the inside of the boiler.  Lee Gregory also reported that the horse car will be ready for removal 
from the South Park site by the middle of September.  Bruce Wells then reported operations during the 
week of the Washington County Fair as slow.  It was also reported that during the week of the fair we ran a 
parking concession in our field where the new car barn and station are proposed.  We were charging $1 per 
car for parking which also included a free trolley ride.  Revenue for the entire week of the fair was approx. 
$1000.00.  Bill Fronczek reported that during the week of the fair three members of a single family fell into 
a ditch in the parking field.  The claim has presently been settled but more adequate insurance was also 
recommended by Dr. Fronczek.  At this time the board passed a resolution giving Dr. Fronczek authorization 
to investigate a better liability insurance for the museum.
Museum Development:  Bill Fronczek reported that arrangements are presently being made for a meeting 
with the County Commissioners, representatives of the Washington-Greene County Tourist Bureau 
and members of the Museum Development committee.  The purpose of this meeting will be to improve 
communications between the Association and the County.
At this time the President read a letter written to the organization by Robert Chiffoni requested the desire 
to purchase a parcel of land along Main Street between the Penn Central trackage and the Arden Creek.  
The request was then voted upon and it was moved by Lou Redman and seconded by Jim Kubanick not to 
sell the parcel of land to Mr. Chiffoni.  Unanimously carried.
Publications:  Ed Lybarger reported progress on the West Penn publication by the President.  The President 
then brought up the question of financing the West Penn publication, which is expected to cost about 
$2000.00.  His idea was to announce a pre-publication special price in order to attract orders and to get 
some working capital to aid the printing costs.  Ed Lybarger then promised to look into advertising costs in 
several magazines for publicity purposes.
Bruce Wells then announced that he was resigning as chairman of the sales committee.  A discussion then 
followed and Patty Schwartz was asked to accept the position and she then accepted.
A letter written to Jim Kubanick by the Columbia Park & Southwestern Trolley Museum was then read.  
It stated that they wish to obtain a Pittsburgh snow sweeper and asked us if we would act as a bargaining 
agent in order to keep as few parties as possible to deal with the Port Authority.  The Secretary was then 
asked to write a letter stating that we would agree to bargain for a snow sweeper.
Lee Gregory then brought up the fact that this year the organization will be celebrating its 25th birthday.  
He thought that some sort of program similar to the 20th anniversary should be planned.  A resolution was 
then passed to permit Lee Gregory to investigate plans for a 25th anniversary dinner.
The membership application of Kenneth H. Schorner and Joseph F. Boscia were read by the Secretary and 
were then approved by the Board of Directors.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:45 PM.
 Respectfully submitted, Larry Schwartz, Secretary. October 20, 1971

PENNSYLVANIA RAILWAY MUSEUM ASSOCIATION, INC.
Minutes of the September 22, 1971, Board of Directors meeting.
The meeting was called to order by the President at 8:03 PM in Room 712 of the Penn Central Station.
The minutes of the August Board meeting were read and approved.  The minutes of the September Regular 
members meeting were read for the information of the Board. 
The following committee reports were presented:

Minutes from the Past-50 years ago Transcribed by Ralph Ciccone
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Museum--Museum Director Ray Windle reported that Jim Kubanick is busy working on the re-lettering of 
the snow sweeper and repairing the steps and door engines on 66.  Work on WP832 was also reported, as 
well as MWP 3000 and WP722.  Work has been completed on the re-gauging of yard track two.
Museum Development--Larry Schwartz reported there has been a recent meeting of members of the Museum 
Development Committee and the Washington County Commissioners.  Also present at this meeting were 
the County Solicitor, representatives of the Washington County Redevelopment Commission, the County 
Engineer and the head of the Washington-Greene County Tourist Bureau.  The purpose of the meeting was 
to establish a relationship with the Washington County commissioners in order to prepare to present the 
plans of our future expansion at some future date.  The results of the presentation to the commissioners 
was that they would like to see in writing a proposal stating the plans for our future and the amount and 
locations of the land needed to carry out our intentions.  However, a future meeting date was not set.  In 
general, the Commissioners were happy for our presence in the county and it was brought up that we are the 
third largest tourist attraction in Washington County.
Publications--Ed Lybarger reported continuing work on the West Penn book by Reynolds Galbraith.  Mr. 
Lybarger said the quality of the work he has seen so far is excellent.  Some minor work in rewriting the text 
and rearranging of the pictures was reported all that is necessary to produce a good publication.  Ways of 
publicizing the book in some national rail oriented magazines as a means of soliciting pre-publication orders 
was discussed.  By receiving enough pre-publication orders the project could be partly self-supporting.  The 
present publication was reported to be some time in early 1972.  Some quotations from local printers have 
been secured.  Rey Galbraith announced that he would be willing to finance any portion of the project not 
covered by the pre-publication sales of the book.  It was moved by Lou Redman and seconded by Jim Kubanick 
to permit the Publications Committee to publish the West Penn book utilizing Reynolds Galbraith’s personal 
funds to make up any costs over and above any pre-publication funds received.  Unanimously carried.
The Treasurer’s report was then presented by Harold Baxter and it showed an Aug. 31, cash balance of 
$2804.32.
Lou Redman announced that he is offering for sale to the organization some 250 negatives and prints from 
the Bartley collection for $50.00.  It was moved by Mac McGrew and seconded by Harold Baxter to purchase 
the pictures of the West Penn from the collection of the late Harry Bartley.  The motion carried by a vote of 
three to two.
The Board of Directors asked Ray Windle to accept a second term as Museum Director.  It was moved by Lou 
Redman and seconded by Bob Jordan to re-appoint Ray Windle as Museum Director.  Unanimously carried.
At this time the Delegates to the ARM convention in Baltimore were appointed.  It was moved by Lou Redman 
and seconded by Larry Schwartz to appoint as delegates to the 1971 ARM convention Jim Kubanick, John 
Bagiensky and Bob Jordan.  Unanimously carried.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:55 PM.  Respectfully submitted, Larry Schwartz, Secretary--PRMA.

AN EMERGENCY MEETING  of the Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania Railway Museum Association, 
Inc. was called to order at 8:03 PM at the home of President Reynolds Galbraith on Wednesday, Oct. 20, 1971.
Purpose -- To discuss moving the horse car now owned by the Association, and stored at South Park.
It was stated by Bob Jordan that the County of Allegheny has requested that it be removed from county 
property as soon as possible.  The cost of moving it, as estimated by John Benkart & Sons Hauling, would 
be 416 dollars.
The main question to be decided -- where to move it to?
Museum Director Windle expressed the lack of room at Arden, and storage there would mean exposure to 
the weather.
A discussion was held regarding possible storage of the car at Meadowcroft Village on space offered by Al 
Miller of Meadowcroft.  Here it would be sheltered and members could work on it at any time.
It was moved by Mac McGrew that - subject to proper agreement with Al Miller - the car be stored at 
Meadowcroft Village with the understanding that it will eventually return to Arden.  Ownership remains 
with the PRMA.
The motion was seconded by Jim Kubanick. Vote: 6 yes, 1 no Motion carried.
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Volunteer awards silver level.jpg

Volunteer awards gold level.jpg

Volunteer awards bronze level.jpg

Annual Meeting Vol Awards 1.jpg

After the awards banquet Rod and Ellen Fishburn gathered members of their 1981 Wedding Party for a “Reunion” photo.  The inset 
photo shows the newlyweds and Museum volunteers in attendance at the wedding.           Photo by Bruce Wells


